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We introduce the concept of separated limit sketch and prove that quasivarieties
of algebras are precisely the categories sketchable by separated limit sketches.
We also characterize categories sketchable by product-mono sketches as precisely
the quasivarieties with effective v-strong equivalence relations. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
w xBy the classical result of Lawvere La , varieties of finitary algebras have
finite-product sketches as a ``syntactic counterpart'' in the following sense:
 .1 Every variety V is equivalent to the category of all models of its
algebraic theory ThV , considered as a finite-product sketch i.e., to the
.category of all functors from ThV to Set preserving finite products ;
 .2 For every finite-product sketch S , i.e., a small category with
specified finite discrete cones, the category Mod S of all models i.e.,
.set-valued functors turning the specified cones to products is equivalent to
a variety.
w xAn analogous result holds for infinitary algebras; see Li . Details
w xincluding many-sorted algebras can be found, e.g., in AR .
The aim of the present paper is to characterize the syntactic counterpart
of quasi¨ arieties of algebras, i.e., classes of algebras which can be described
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by implications. In the finitary case, these are precisely the classes closed
 .under products, subalgebras, and directed colimits. Recall that a finitary
 .limit sketch S is a small category A with a set of specified finite diagrams
and their cones. A model of S is a functor from A to Set turning the
 .specified cones to limit cones. Categories of models of finitary limit
 .sketches are precisely the finitely locally presentable categories of Gabriel
w xand Ulmer GU . We introduce a condition on finitary limit sketches,
called separatedness, such that for each separated finite-limit sketch S
the category Mod S of models is equivalent to a finitary quasivariety.
Conversely, every quasivariety of finitary algebras is proved to be sketch-
able by a separated finite-limit sketch S , i.e., equivalent to Mod S . A
completely analogous result holds for infinitary algebras: recall that for
each regular cardinal l a l-ary quasivariety is a class of algebras of arities
less than l which can be described by implications in the l-ary first-order
logic; equivalently, a class of algebras closed under products, subalgebras,
and l-directed colimits. We prove that a category is equivalent to a l-ary
quasivariety iff it is sketchable by a separated l-ary limit sketch, where
l-ary means that each of the specified limit-diagrams has less than l
objects and less than l morphisms.
We describe further those quasivarieties which are sketchable by prod-
uct-mono sketches, i.e., sketches with product-specifications and
monomorphism-specifications. For example, torsion-free Abelian groups
form such a quasivariety, whereas unary algebras satisfying a 2 x s x « a x
w xs x do not. Recall from La that varieties are characterized as precisely
those quasivarieties in which every equivalence relation is effecti¨ e, i.e., is a
kernel pair of some morphism. We are going to prove that a finitary
quasivariety can be sketched by a product-mono sketch iff every v-strong
equivalence relation is effective. Here an v-strong equi¨ alence relation is an
equivalence relation whose representing monomorphism has the diagonal
fill-in property w.r.t. all epimorphisms with a finitely presentable domain
and codomain. Algebraically, product-mono sketches correspond to simple
quasivarieties, i.e., quasivarieties which can be described by equations and
 .  X. Xby implications of the form s y s s y « y s y for some term s of a
single variable.
Throughout the paper we work with many-sorted algebras, i.e., we as-
sume that we are given a set S of sorts, and a signature S such that each
 .symbol s g S has an arity s : s = ??? = s ª s in the finitary case or1 n
 .s :  s ª s with card I - l in the l-ary case . We denote by Alg Sig I i
the category of S-sorted algebras of signature S and S-sorted homomor-
phisms, i.e., S-tuples of functions preserving the operations in the usual
sense. Each class of algebras of signature S is considered as a full
subcategory of Alg S.
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We will explicitly mention the characterization in the one-sorted case. A
related result on one-sorted Horn theories for sketching SP-classes of
w x w xstructures has been presented by Keane K ; see also R .
I am grateful to M. Hebert and R. Pare for a fruitful discussion on theÂ
topic of the present paper.
I. SEPARATED LIMIT SKETCHES
 .  .Recall that a finite- limit sketch is a triple S s A, L, s , where A is a
 .small category, L is a set of finite diagrams in A, and s is an assignment
 .of a cone s D to each diagram D g L. A model of S is a functor
 .F: A ª Set such that for each diagram D in L the F-image of s D is a
limit of FD. Some authors prefer to work, instead of A, with a graph
together with ``commutativity'' diagrams in the graph. This is equivalent to
our approach: it is sufficient to form the free category generated by the
graph and denote by A the smallest quotient category in which the given
.diagrams commute. If L contains a diagram consisting of two parallel
morphisms f , g : A ª AX to which s assigns the following cone
E
6 6
Xee
f
X6A A6
g
such that eX s fe s ge, then we call
f
e X6E A i A
g
an equalizer specification.
Recall that an object A is called injecti¨ e w.r.t. a class M of morphisms
provided that for each member m: X ª X X of M and each morphism
f : X ª A there exists a morphism f X: X X ª A with f s f X ? m.
 .DEFINITION. A limit sketch A, L, s is called separated provided that
 .its limit specifications consist of product-specifications i.e., discrete cones
and of equalizer specifications
fiei X6E A i A i g I .i i i
gi
such that
 .  4a every object of a diagram in L is injective w.r.t. e andi ig I
 .  4b every object distinct from each E , j g I, is injective w.r.t. e .j i ig I
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 .EXAMPLES. i Every product sketch is separated: put I s B.
 .ii The quasivariety of torsion-free Abelian groups can be sketched
by the following separated limit sketch S . Let us start with the algebraic
 .theory of Abelian groups S s A, L , s . That is, objects of A are0 0 0
natural numbers, and morphisms form n to k are k-tuples of terms of at
most n variables in the variety of Abelian groups; L is the collection of0
all finite discrete diagrams in A, and s assigns to each diagram a product0
 .cone in A. Now define a separated limit sketch S s A, L, s extending
S as follows: the underlying category A is the same, and we add to all the0
product-specifications of L the following equalizer-specifications:0
0 nx6 60 1 1 for n s 2, 3, 4, . . . .6
0
Since each object is injective w.r.t. 0: 0 ª 1, the sketch S is separated.
Mod S is, obviously, equivalent to the category of torsion-free Abelian
groups.
 .iii Consider the following sketch S :
e f X6 6E A A6
g
h
6
YA
The underlying category has objects E, A, AX, AY and it has five non-iden-
tity morphisms, all depicted above except the morphisms f ? e s g ? e; L
and s are given by the single equalizer-specification obtained by deleting
AY and h.
The category Mod S can be described as the category of all 3-sorted
partial unary algebras of sorts A, AX, AY with two total operations
f , g : A ª AX and one partial operation h: A ª AY such that h is defined
in precisely those elements in which f and g agree. We shall verify that
Mod S is not equivalent to a quasivariety of algebras thus showing that
 .condition b cannot be eliminated in the definition of a separated limit
.sketch as a syntactic counterpart of a quasivariety .
w xRecall from I that every quasivariety has a regular generator formed by
objects projective w.r.t. regular epimorphisms. Now consider the following
Y  4 Xmodel M of S : the sort A is empty, the sort A is 0 and the sort A is0
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 4  .  .0, 1 , with f 0 s 0 and g 0 s 1. It is easy to see that the uniqueM M0 0
homomorphism t: M ª T from M to a terminal object T is a regular0 0
epimorphism viz., a coequalizer of id , h: M ª M where h permutes 0M 0 0
X . Ywith 1 in the sort A . A model M is projective w.r.t. t iff its sort A is
empty. These objects do not form a generator of Mod S : consider the full
subcategory of Mod S formed by all models whose only non-empty sort
is AY.
 .iv Consider the following sketch S :
fe 11 X6 6E E A1 2 1
6 6
g1
e e3 2
h6A A3 2
6 6
g gf f3 23 2
X XA A3 2
The underlying category A is defined by the above graph with the free
composition of morphisms modulo the equalities
he e s e and f e s g e for i s 1, 2, 3.2 1 3 i i i i
 .L and s are given by the three equalizer-specifications e , f , g fori i i
i s 1, 2, 3. We shall verify that Mod S is not equivalent to a quasivariety
  .thus showing that condition a cannot be eliminated in the above defini-
.tion .
We can describe Mod S as the category of 5-sorted partial unary
 . X  .algebras of sorts A i s 2, 3 and A i s 1, 2, 3 with total operationsi i
X  .f , g : A ª A i s 2, 3 and h: A ª A and partial operationsi i i i 2 3
f , g : A ª AX such that1 1 2 1
 .  .  .i f and g is defined in an element x iff f x s g x and1 1 2 2
 .   .  .4ii the restriction of h to the set x; f x s g x is a bijection1 1
  .  .4onto the set y; f y s g y .3 3
 4Consider the model M whose only non-empty sorts are A which is 00 3
X  4  .  .and A which is 0, 1 , with f 0 s 0 and g 0 s 1. Again, the unique3 3 3
homomorphism t: M ª T to a terminal model is a regular epimorphism.0
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A model M is projective w.r.t. t iff its only non-empty sorts are A and3
AX . Such models do not form a generator of Mod S : consider the full3
subcategory of Mod S formed by all models with the only non-empty
sort AX .1
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF QUASIVARIETIES
THEOREM 1. A category is equi¨ alent to a finitary quasi¨ ariety iff it can be
sketched by a separated finite-limit sketch.
 .Proof. I. Let S s A, L, s be a separated finite-limit sketch, and let
 4C be the set of all objects injective w.r.t. e . We define a C-sortedi ig I
signature S of finitary algebras: for each product-specification
ci X6 .C C of S and each morphism f : C ª C in A we have ani is1, . . . , n
operation symbol s in S of arity s : C = ??? = C ª CX. To each modelf f 1 n
H: A ª Set of S we assign an algebra HU of signature S as follows: the
underlying set of sort C is HC, and for each s : C = ??? = C ª CX thef 1 n
operation in HU is Hf : HC = ??? = HC ª HCX. This defines a functor1 n
 .U} : Mod S ª Alg S which to each natural transformation h: H ª H1 2
in Mod S assigns the S-homomorphism hU : HU ª HU whose component1 2
of sort C is h . This functor is full and faithful: given a homomorphism k:C
HU ª HU , we have a unique natural transformation h: H ª H with1 2 1 2
k s hU as follows. Put k s h for C g C. Given an object E f C , thereC C
exists an equalizer specification
f
e X X6E A i A A , A g C 1 .  .
g
in S , and since both H and H map that diagram to an equalizer1 2
diagram, we have a unique h : H E ª H E with H e ? h s h ? H e. ItE 1 2 2 E A 1
is easy to verify the naturality of h.
Thus, Mod S is equivalent to the full subcategory of Alg S which is the
 .Uimage of } . If L denotes the closure of that image under isomor-
phisms, we are going to prove that L is a quasivariety. L is closed under
the following constructions:
 .  .Ui Products. In fact, } preserves products.
 . Uii Subalgebras. To prove this, let K be a subalgebra of H for
some model H of S . We define a subfunctor H of H on objects by0
H C s K for C g C and0 C
y1 objH E s He K for E g A y C , 2 .  .  .D0 A
 .where the union ranges over all equalizer-specifications 1 of S . We must
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 .verify that for each morphism h: E ª E in A we have Hh H E : H E.0 0
This is obvious for E, E g C. Suppose E f C and E g C. For each
 .  .x g H E we have an equalizer-specification 1 with He x g K . Since0 A
X X .  .E g C is injective w.r.t. e, we have h with h s h ? e, thus, Hh x g
X .Hh K : K . Next suppose E g C and E f C. There exists an equal-A E
izer-specification
fe X X6E A i A A , A g C 3 . .
g
 . .  .in S . For each x g H E s K we have H eh x g K , thus, Hh x g0 E A
y1 .  .He K : H E. Finally, suppose E f C and E f C. Choose anA 0
 .equalizer-specification 3 . For each x g H E we have an equalizer-speci-0
X .  .fication 1 with He x g K . Since A is injective w.r.t. e, there exists hA
X X .  .  .with e ? h s h ? e, thus, He ? Hh x g Hh K : K , which implies Hh xA A
y1 .  .g He K : K .A E
Thus, H is a well-defined subfunctor of H. Let us verify that H is a0 0
model of S .
 .a H preserves the products specified in S . This follows from the0
fact that H preserves them, and that K is a subalgebra of HU.
 .  .b H maps each equalizer-specification 1 to an equalizer. In0
 .  .fact, for each x g H A s K with Hf x s Hg x there exists y g HE0 A
 .  .y1 .  .with He y s x, and then y g He K : H E fulfills H e y s x.A 0 0
The uniqueness of y is clear.
It is obvious that K s HU.0
 .iii Directed colimits. Since Mod S is closed under directed colim-
A  .Uits in Set , } preserves directed colimits.
II. Let K be a quasivariety of S-sorted algebras of signature S. We
denote by
F : SetS ª K and Fa : SetS ª Alg S
the left adjoints of the forgetful functors of K and Alg S, respectively, and
by « : Fa ª F the canonical transformation. We assume that for each sort
s s s  s1 sn.s a standard set x , x , x , . . . of variables is given. Let t x , . . . , x be a1 2 3 1 n
a s1 sn4S-term of sort s, i.e., an element of sort s in F x , . . . , x . Then we1 n
denote by
w x s s1 snt : F x ª F x , . . . , x 4  41 1 n
the unique homomorphism mapping x s to t .1
We define a separated limit sketch S as follows. We choose a set of
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representatives for all finitely presentable algebras in K which includes
 s1 sn4  .F x , . . . , x for each n-tuple of sorts s , . . . , s , and we denote by A1 n 1 n
the dual of the corresponding full subcategory of K. For each n-tuple of
 s1 sn4 n  si4sorts s , . . . , s we have a coproduct F x , . . . , x s @ F x in K1 n 1 n is1 1
 si. si  .with coproduct injections ¨ determined by ¨ x s x i s 1, . . . , n , andi i i i
we use the corresponding cones in A
¨ is s s61 n iF x , . . . , x F x 4 4  4  . .1 n 1 is1, . . . , n
 .as the product specifications of S for all n-tuples of sorts . The equalizer
specifications of S are all equalizers
f
e s s t t6 1 n 1 mE F x , . . . , x i F x , . . . , x 5 4  . 41 n 1 mXf
 X .in A i.e., e is a coequalizer of f , f in K . Since all free algebras in K are
regular projectives, the sketch S is separated.
We have a Yoneda embedding Y: K ª Mod S assigning to each
 .algebra A the restriction YA of hom }, A to A. Since A is dense in K, Y
is full and faithful, and it is sufficient to prove that every model H of S is
isomorphic to YA for some algebra A. We define a S-algebra A as
follows: the underlying set of sort s is
A s HF x s . 4s 1
 s1 sn.For each operation s : s = ??? = s ª s we have the term s x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
which yields a morphism
s s s si 1 ns x : F x , . . . , x ª F x 4  4 .i 1 n 1
 .  .  s1 sn4of A see above , and since due to 4 above we have F x , . . . , x s1 n
A = ??? = A we puts s1 n
sis s H s x : A = ??? = A ª A . .A i s s s1 n
 s1 sn.Let t x , . . . , x be an arbitrary term, then for each interpretation1 n
a , . . . , a of the variables of t in A, i.e., an arbitrary S-sorted map1 n
 s1 sn4a: x , . . . , x ª A, we can compute the free homomorphism1 n
a a s1 sn4a : F x , . . . , x ª A as follows:1 n
a w xa t s H t a . 6 .  .  .
This can be proved by a standard induction on the complexity of t see
w x .AR, Theorem 3.16 , where all details are given . We are going to prove
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that A lies in K, i.e., that it satisfies any implication
k
X Xt s t « t s t 7 .  .  .H i i
is1
 .which holds in K. We can assume that all variables appearing in 7 are
s1 sn  s1 sn4x , . . . , x . It is our task to prove that any S-sorted map a: x , . . . , x1 n 1 n
ª A fulfills
if aa t s aa t X for i s 1, . . . , n , then aa t s aa t X . .  .  .  .i i
X  .Let t denote the sort of t and t i s 1, . . . , n , and leti i i
f , f X : F x t1 , . . . , x tk ª F x s1 , . . . , x sn 4 41 k 1 n
 t i. X t i. Xbe the homomorphisms defined by f x s t and f x s t for i si i i i
a . a X. w x . w X x .1, . . . , k. Our assumption a t s a t , i.e., H t a s H t a , isi i i i
clearly equivalent to
Hf a s Hf X a . 8 .  .  .
 s1 sn4 XNext denote by e: H x , . . . , x ª E a coequalizer of f and f in K.1 n
 . X  t 4  s1 sn4Since 7 holds in K, the homomorphisms g, g : H x ª H x , . . . , x1 1 n
 t . X t . X  X.defined by g x s t and g x s t where t is the sort of t and t1 1
clearly fulfill e ? g s e ? gX in K. Now He is an equalizer of Hf and Hf X,
 .  .since H is a model of S and e is one of the equalizers 5 . Thus, 8
 .  .  . Ximplies a s He b for some b, and we conclude Hg a s Hg ? e b s Hg ?
 . X . a . a X .e b s Hg a . This implies a t s a t , thus, A lies in K.
It remains to prove that H and YA are naturally isomorphic. For each
sort s, we have
H F x s s A ( YA F x s . 4  4 .  .1 s 1
 .Since both H and YA map the cones 4 to product cones, we get an
 .  .isomorphism between H FM and YA FM , natural in M, for all finite
S-sorted sets M. And since both H and YA map the equalizer-specifica-
 .tions 5 to equalizers, the last natural isomorphism extends to all objects
of A.
 .Remark 1. 1 For one-sorted finitary quasivarieties the corresponding
sketches are precisely those separated finite-limit sketches in which all the
discrete diagrams use copies of a single object and every object is a domain
of some s-cone.
 .  .2 The above theorem and proof directly generalize to quasivari-
 .eties of l-ary algebras where l is a regular cardinal , i.e., classes of
algebras of arities smaller than l, closed under products, subalgebras, and
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w xl-directed colimits, see BH . Let us call a limit sketch l-ary provided that
each limit diagram in it has less than l objects and morphisms. Then a
category is equivalent to a l-ary quasivariety iff it is sketchable by a
separated, l-ary limit sketch.
III. PRODUCT-MONO SKETCHES
Since separated limit sketches are rather technical, one might hope to
find a simpler class of sketches to describe all quasivarieties. For example,
product-mono sketches, i.e., limit sketches in which the only limit specifica-
tions are product specifications and monomorphism specifications i.e.,
m m6 6 .diagrams A B A to which the cone of two copies of id is assigned .A
We will show that product-mono sketches sketch precisely the quasivari-
eties of the following type:
DEFINITION. A quasivariety is called simple provided that it can be
presented by
 .i equations
and
 .  .  .ii implications s x s s y « x s y where s is a term of a single
variable.
 .EXAMPLES. i Torsion-free Abelian groups form a simple quasivariety:
 .  .  .the only implications needed are s x s s y « x s y, where s x sn n n
x q x q ??? qx.
 .ii Unary algebras with injective operations form a simple quasivari-
ety.
 .  .iii The category of graphs i.e., sets with a binary relation and
homomorphisms can be presented as a simple quasivariety of 3-sorted
algebras as follows.
 .  .  .Sorts: V vertices , W pairs of vertices , E edges
 .Operations: p: V = V ª W binary
 .p , p : W ª V unary1 2
 .e: E ª W unary
  .  ..Equations: p p x , p x s x1 2
  ..p p x , x s x1 1 2 1
  ..p p x , x s x2 1 2 2
 .  .Implications: e y s e z « y s z
Each algebra A of this quasivariety is determined by a set V with WA A
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 . isomorphic to V = V via p , and a subject E of V = V representedA A A A A A
.by e .A
 .iv More generally, the category Str S of all structures of a given
signature S and homomorphisms is equivalent to a simple quasivariety.
Remark. In the definition of simple variety we could also admit all
implication systems of the form
s x , . . . , x s s y , . . . , y « x s y for i s 1, . . . , n , ) .  .  .1 n 1 n i i
where s is a term of n variables. This can be seen from the following
 .Obser¨ ation. i Every product-mono sketch S defines a simple quasi-
 .variety of algebras equivalent to Mod S . In fact, let S s A, L , s be0 0 0
the product sketch obtained from S by forgetting all monomorphism
specifications. Then Mod S is equivalent to a variety V of many-sorted0 0
algebras: we can choose A obj as the set of sorts, and operation symbols are
 .  .i unary operations f : a ª b, where f : a ª b is a morphism of A and ii
 .n-ary operations g : a = a = ??? ª b where a is in L , and g is a0 1 i i- n 0
 .morphism from the domain of s a to b in A. All details can be0 i i- n
w xfound in AR . We now extend the variety V to a quasivariety V by0
 .adding, for each morphism f : a ª b considered as a unary operation , the
implication
f x s f y « x s y. .  .
Then V is equivalent to Mod S .
 .ii Every simple quasivariety, and more generally, every quasivariety
 .V presentable by equations and implication systems of the form )
above, is product-mono sketchable. In fact, let V be the corresponding0
variety, formed by forgetting all implications of V . Then V is sketchable0
by the algebraic theory S of V , considered as a product sketch; all0 0
w x  .details can, again, be found in AR . For each n-ary term s x , x , x , . . . ,0 1 2
 .where x is a variable of sort s i - n and s has sort s, we have ai i
corresponding morphism s :  s ª s in the algebraic theory of V .i- n i 0
Let S be the sketch obtained from S by adding the monomorphism0
 .specification of s for each term s appearing in ) . Then Mod S isÃ
equivalent to V .
Remark. Recall that in a category K with finite limits and strong epi,
.mono -factorizations a relation on an object A is a subobject of A = A. It
is represented by a monomorphism r : R ª A = A or, equivalently, by a
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collectively monomorphic pair of maps r , r : R ª A. An equi¨ alence1 2
relation is a relation which is
 .i reflexive, i.e., containing the diagonal relation D: A ª A = A;
 .  .  .ii symmetric, i.e., represented both by r , r and by r , r ;1 2 2 1
 .iii transitive, i.e., containing the image of the morphism
 X X . Xr r , r r : R ª A = A in the pullback of r and r :1 1 2 2 1 2
XR
6
XX rr 21 6
R R
6 6 6
r r1 2
r r2 16
A A A
 .A relation r : R ª A = A is called effecti¨ e provided that r , r is a1 2
kernel pair of some morphism with domain A. And it is called v-strong
provided that for each epimorphism e: V ª W, where V and W are finitely
presentable objects, and each commutative diagram
e 6
V W
6
qp
6 6
A = AR r
there exists a diagonal morphism d: W ª R rendering both of the trian-
gles commutative.
Open Problem. Is there a finitary quasivariety in which some v-strong
equivalence relation is not strong i.e., does not have the diagonalization
.property w.r.t. all epimorphisms e: V ª W ?
THEOREM 2. The following conditions on a category K are equi¨ alent:
 .1 K can be sketched by a finitary product-mono sketch;
 .2 K is equi¨ alent to a simple finitary quasi¨ ariety;
 .3 K is cocomplete, has a regular generator formed by finitely pre-
sentable regular projecti¨ es, and has effecti¨ e v-strong equi¨ alence relations.
 .  .Proof. 1 m 2 See the Observation above.
 .  .  .1 « 3 Let S s A, L, s be a finitary product-mono sketch. We
know that Mod S is equivalent to a finitary quasivariety, thus, it is
cocomplete and has a generator with the required properties viz., the set
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.of all free algebras over finite sets . We will prove that Mod S has
effective v-strong equivalence relations.
Let H be a model of S , and let e: ª H = H be an v-strong
equivalence relation. Then e: E ª H = H is an equivalence relation in
A  A . ASet because Mod S is closed under finite limits in Set , and since Set
has effective equivalence relations, there exists a regular epimorphism
r : H ª H X in Set A whose kernel equivalence is E. We are going to prove
that H X is a model of S ; then E is a kernel equivalence of r in Mod S ,
and the proof is concluded.
 .a For every monomorphism specification of m: A ª B of S we will
prove that H X m is a monomorphism. Observe first that the morphism
mU : hom y, B ª hom y, A .  .
given by composition with m is an epimorphism in Mod S . In fact, let
 . Uf , f : hom }, A ª K be two morphisms of Mod S with f ? m s f ?1 2 1 2
U  .  .  .  U .  .m . Then the points a s f id fulfill Km a s K f ? m id si i A A 1 1 A B
 U .  .  . K f ? m id s Km a , consequently, a s a since K g Mod S im-2 B B 2 1 2
.plies that Km is a monomorphism ; thus f s f by Yoneda lemma.1 2
U Moreover, the domain and codomain of m are finitely presentable in
A .Set , thus, in Mod S .
X X  . X  .Given elements y , y g H A with H m y s H m y , we will prove1 2 1 2
that y s y . Since r is an epitransformation, there exist x g HA with1 2 i
 .y s r x for i s 1, 2. Theni A i
r Hm x s H X m ? r x s H X m ? r x s r Hm x , .  .  .  . .  .B 1 A 1 A 2 B 2
and since E is a kernel equivalence of r, there exists z g EB with
 .   .  ..e z s Hm x , Hm x . Consider the following commutative square inB 1 2
Mod S :
mU 6hom B , y hom A , y .  .
6
qp
6 6
H = HE e
 .  .  . Uwhere p id s z and q id s x , x . Since m is an epimorphismB B A A 1 2
and e is an v-strong monomorphism, it follows that q factorizes through
 .  .  .e. In particular, x , x lies in the image of e , i.e., r x s r x . This1 2 A A 1 A 2
proves y s y , as required.1 2
bi n6 .  .b For every product specification B A of S we will provei is1H XbiX X Xn6 .  .that H B H A is a product cone. Given y g H A i s 1, . . . , n ,i is1 i i
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 .choose x g HA with y s r x for each i. We are prove that therei i i A iiX X  .exists a unique y g H B with y s H b y for i s 1, . . . , n.i i
Existence follows from the fact that, since H is a model of S , there
 .exists x g HB with x s Hb x for i s 1, . . . , n; it is sufficient to puti i
 .y s r x .B
 . UUniqueness is proved analogously to a above: we use, instead of m ,
the morphism
n
g : hom y, A ª hom y, B .  .@ i
is1
U  .  . whose components are b : hom y, A ª hom y, B given by composi-i i
.tion with b . This morphism is an epimorphism in Mod S . Given y , y gi 1 2
X X  . X  .H B with H b y s H b y for all i, we choose x , x g HB withi 1 i 2 1 2
 .y s r x , and we form a commutative squarei B i
n
g 6hom y, A .@ hom y, B .i
6
is1
qp
6 6
H = HE e
 .  .  .  .analogously to a : q id s x , x and p id s z where z is theB B 1 2 A A i ii
 .   .  ..unique element of EA with e z s Hb y , Hb y . Since q factor-i A i i 1 i 2i
 .  .izes through e, we conclude that r x s r x , i.e., that y s y .B 1 B 2 1 2
 .  . w x  .3 « 1 As proved in La , the condition 3 implies that K is equiva-
lent to a finitary quasivariety. It is thus sufficient to prove that every
finitary quasivariety K with effective v-strong equivalence relations is
sketchable by a finitary product-mono sketch. Denote by K a small full0
subcategory of K representing all finitely presentable objects of K. We
will prove that the following sketch S sketches K: the underlying category
of S is the dual of K , the product specifications are precisely all finite0
coproducts in K , and the monomorphism specifications range over all0
epimorphisms of K with finitely presentable domain and codomain.
To prove that K is equivalent to Mod S , consider the variety KU
U generated by K, and consider its algebraic theory S i.e., the finite-prod-
uct sketch whose underlying category is the dual of KU , the full subcate-0
gory of K over all free K -algebras, and whose product specifications are0 0
U . U Uprecisely all finite coproducts of K . Then K is equivalent to Mod S :0
 .  U .opthe Yoneda embedding K ¬ hom y, K r K defines an equivalence0
w xof categories}this is the classical result of La mentioned in the introduc-
tion. We are now going to prove that the Yoneda embedding
K ¬ hom y, K r op K g K .  .K0
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defines an equivalence of K and Mod S . This embedding is full and
 w x.faithful because K is a locally finitely presentable category; see AR , and
thus, it is sufficient to prove that every model H of Mod S is naturally
 . op  U .opisomorphic to hom y, K rK for some K-algebra K. Since Hr K is0 0
a model of S U , there exists an algebra KU of KU such that H and
 U .  U .op  .hom y, K are naturally isomorphic on K . We show that i this0
op  . Uisomorphism extends to K and ii K lies in K. This will conclude the0
proof.
 . i Every algebra A in K can be presented in the usual algebraic0
.sense by finitely many generators x , . . . , x and finitely many equations1 n
w x Xe , . . . , e in these variables x ; see AR . Let F and F be the free1 m i
 .  4  4algebras of K generated by the many-sorted sets x and e , respec-i j
tively, where each variable is given with its sort, and for the equation e ofi
 . Xthe form t s s we take e to have the sort of t or s . Let p, q: F ª Fi i i i i
be the homomorphisms given by e ¬ t and e ¬ s , respectively. Then thei i i i
canonical morphism r : F ª A determined by the above presentation is a
coequalizer of p, q: FX ª F in K. To prove that H is naturally isomorphic
 U . opto hom y, K rK , it is clearly sufficient to prove that Hr is an equal-0
 .izer of Hp, Hq for each algebra A of K , and each presentation above .0
Since S contains the monomorphism specification of r, we know that Hr
is a monomorphism merging Hp and Hq. It remains to prove that each
 .  .element x g HF with Hp x s Hq x lies in the image of Hr. Let
 U .op  U .  U .opi: Hr K ª hom y, K r K be a natural isomorphism. Then0 0
 .  .  .  .from Hp x s Hq x we conclude i x ? p s i x ? q in K, and since r isF F
a coequalizer of p and q, there exists y: A ª KU with y ? r s x. Then
 y1 ..Hr i y s x, as required.A
 . Uii To prove that K lies in K, it is sufficient to show that every
finitely generated subalgebra KU of KU lies in K. Let r : F ª KU be a0 0
surjective homomorphism from some free algebra F g K . The kernel0
equivalence e: E ª F = F of r is a congruence on F, and it is sufficient
to prove that e is an v-strong monomorphism: then E is a kernel
equivalence of some morphism in K, from which it easily follows that KU0
lies in K. Thus, we are to find a diagonal in each square
h 6
P Q
6
qp
6 6
F = FE e
with h an epimorphism in K and P, Q both finitely presentable. It follows
that h: P ª Q is one of the morphisms whose monomorphism specifica-
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 U .tion is included in S , thus, hom }, K turns h into a monomorphism
  U . . Usince H ( hom }, K is a model of S . Denote by t , t : F = F ª K1 2
the composition of the projections of F = F with ir: F ª KU , where i the
inclusion map KU ª KU. Since e is a kernel equivalence of ir and0
ep s qh, we have t qh s t qh: P ª KU from which, by the above observa-1 2
tion on h, it follows that t q s t q. This implies that q factorizes through1 2
e, say, q s ed. Since e is a monomorphism, it follows that dh s p. This
concludes the proof.
EXAMPLE of a finitary quasivariety which is not sketchable by a finitary
product-mono sketch: consider unary algebras on one operation a satisfy-
ing the implication
a 2 x s x « a x s x .
This quasivariety K does not have effective equivalence relations, although
every equivalence relation is v-strong. In fact:
 .a Let N be the algebra of natural numbers with the successor
operation, and let E : N = N be the subalgebra of all pairs of the same
parity. Then E is an equivalence relation on N because in the category
Alg 1 of all unary algebras E is the kernel of the factorization N ª
Nr' , and K is closed in Alg 1 under equivalence relations. It ismod 2.
obvious that E is not effective in K.
 .  .b Every monomorphism in K is strong hence v-strong because
every epimorphism in K is surjective: the latter follows from the fact that
 .K is closed under amalgams pushouts of a monomorphism with itself in
Alg 1, and every epimorphism in Alg 1 is surjective.
Remark. The above theorem immediately generalizes to infinitary qua-
sivarieties. Given a regular cardinal l, then models of l-ary product-mono
sketches are precisely the categories equivalent to l-ary quasivarieties
with effective l-strong equivalence relations i.e., equivalences with the
diagonalization property w.r.t. epimorphisms between l-presentable ob-
.jects . The proof is quite analogous.
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